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0. introduction 
A (1~, m)-complex is a finite, connected nt-dimensional CW complex X with fun- 
damental group isomorphic to n whose universal cover i is (rn -- 1 )-connected. Let 
HT(n, nz) denote the directed tree whose vertices are the set of homotopy types of 
(n, m)-complexes. If X, Y are (n. nz)-complexes, the vertex [X] is connected by an 
edge to vertex [Y] if Y has the homotopy type of the sum X v St?’ of X with the 
‘* m-sphere S . HT(n 9 m) is connected by [3 1, Theorem 141 and clearly contains no 
circuits. A (n, r?z)-complex X is said to be a root if the vertex [X] has no predeces- 
sors. The staZk (X> generated by a (n, nz)-complex X is the subtree with vertices 
where rz,!V is the sum of n copies of the ni sphere Snl. The Zellel of a vertex IX] is 
gi\*en by the directed Euler characteristic (-- i)“z x(X). xmin denotes the minimum 
level occuring in the tree. The basic problem is to describe the homotopy tree 
HT(n, m). These trees have also been studied in [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,15,28,34]. 
This paper begins an attempt to carry aut a program suggested by Whitehoad in 
[30 II, 8 71 and by MacLane and Whitehead in [ 131 . They point out the homotopy 
theory of (n, @-complexes can be carried out algebraically via the theory of alge- 
braic m-types. The algebraic m-type of a I:onnected complex X such that 2 is 
(m - 1 )-connected consists of the triple 
T(‘W = (q (X), T,~ (X), k(;Y)) , 
where k(X) E Hnz+l (q(X); n,,(X)) is thz obstruction invariant of IIS]. In this 
paper we apply the Swan-Wall invariant to the study of rn-types (see section 1 for 
a definition). 
As a first step, in section 1 we study t!le topological m-type of a complex. Here 
we ask: When does a CW complex X havta the same topological rn-type as a finite 
complex of dimension nz? This is answerc:d, in many cases, by the fact that the 
Swan -Wall class SW,, [X] in dimensiorr In of the xpace X is an invariant of the 
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m-type of X. It was p:,eviously known from [28] that SW, [X] is a homotopy in- 
variant. We then see that under certain conditions X has the topological m-type of a 
finite m-complex if and only if SW,, [X] = 0 (Proposition 1.4). 
In section 2 we specialize to a finite fundznental group and algebraic m-types. 
An algebraic m-type consists of a triple T = (n, n, , k), where 72 is a group, 7r,n is a 
n-module, and k is a cohomology class in Hn+l(7r, T,~). A homomorphism of alge- 
braic m-types cp = (0,/j) : T -+ T’ = (E:‘, nh , k’) consists of a group homomorphism 
0 : n + n’ and a &homomorphism 0 : n,, -+ 7rh (/3(x l a) = O(x) l o(a), x E 7r, a E n,) 
such that 0*(k’) = P,(k) in ahe diagram: 
Here (&)e is n; with a n nlodule structure induced via 0. The homomorphism 
(6, /3) : T + T’ is an isomol phism provided 8, /3 are bijective. Two (n, m)-complexes 
X, Y have the same homcltopy type if and only if T(X) s T(Y), [ 131. 
A natural question is: When is an algebraic m-type (n, n, , k) (TN 2 2) isomorphic 
to the algebraic m-type ol; a (n, @-complex? This was previously studied in [S] for 
m=2. 
Call a n-module n,,r topuZogicaZZy reahkable if 72, = n,,*(X) for some (7r7 m)-com- 
plex X. For n finite of ordtyr II and 7~,r topologically realizable we have H'"'l (n, n,) 
isomorphic to the finite cyclic group Z,,, of order rz. The only k-invariants which can . 
arise from (n, m)-complexes are generators of 2, [ 10, Theorem 6.11. Given an m- 
type T = (n, n,, k), where nr,, is realizable and k is a generator of .Z,*, let Tp denote 
the m-type (n, 7rm, p l k) for any p E Z,:, the group of units of Z,r . We compute the 
Swan-Wall class SW,, [T,] E i,Zn, the reduced projective class group of the integral 
group ring Zn of 1~, and show that the correspondence p + SWq [T,l is a homomor- 
phism. In fact, this homomorphism is precisely ---a, where a : ZfI + K,Zn is the 
boundary homomorphism in the Milnor Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated with 
the square of ring homomorphisms: 
Here E is the augmentation homomorphism and (N) is the ideal generated by N = 
ZlxEZ. x. Thus Tp is the algebraic m-type of a (n, nt)-complex if and only if p is a 
member of the kernel of a, provided% 2 3 (Theorem 3 S). 
This whole theory was suggested by Swan’s fundamental paper [23] . In fact, the 
above computation was essentially carried out [23] in the special case of JT a finite 
periodic group of minimal free period k and m = ik -. 1 (i > 0). 
The ring Zn 2 LP+I 
and 3 : 2; 
(n; n,,,) is call_ed the classifying ring for the tree I-IT&, m) 
= units (H”r+l (n; IQ) -+ K,Zn, the classifying homomorphism. For a 
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study of the existence of classifying rings and l~~~rn~)~~orphisI~~s for infinite groups, 
see [7, SJ . 
In order to ease the way for applications to homotopy trees, section 4 gives neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions for p E 2; to be in the kernel of a : 2; -+ go 22~; section 
5 studies the cancellation of realizable n-modules. Section 6 collects the pertinenz 
results showing how much of the homotopy theory of (n, Hz)-complexes can be des- 
cribed-via algebraic rn-types, while section 7 describes the roots of many of the trees 
with finite periodic fundamental group. 
Section 8 computes isomorphism classes of algebraic nt-types. Applications of the 
above to homotopy trees HT(n, m) are given in sections 9 and 10. For example, we 
prove the following theorem (lO.1). 
Theorem. Let 71 be a ~~~it~ periodic group of order n and ~~li~~i~~~u~ free perked k. 
Furthermore, surpass that R is littler ~be~i~~l or that 8 dues not divide the order of 
n: Let R,, be n (n, m)~~rnp~~x uf n~~~lin~~~ directed Euler ~~~~r~~terish’~. 
(a)Letm=ikorm=ik- 2 + 2 fi > 0) and X be any (n, n~)-~ornp~~_~_ Then X 
has the hamotopy of the sum R,,z v 6Sflz ‘of R nz with (Y = (x(X) - 1) copies of the 
m-sphere Sm. 
(b) Let m = ik - 1 (i > 0) and Y be any (n, ik -- I )-complex whose abso,lute 
Euler charactetistic Ix(Y)1 > 0. Then Y has the homotapy type of Rik_l v /lYikTel 
with 0 = 1 x( Y)I. 
(c)Let&$n= (pEZ;i 3 arEAutn3r~(l)=p\~herecw~:Hk(n:Z) 
-+ Hk(n; 2)). The set qfhomotop~~ classes HT(n, ik -* l)* of (n, ik - - 1 )-complexes 
with Euler characteristic zero is isomorphic to the gruup 
HT(n, ik - I Jo = ker {a : 2; + &+ik}/k (fbtpr)i . 
Thus the trees of homotopy types have the appearance of Fig. 1 below. 
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For example, if n is odd, the dihedral groups L& of older 31 satisfy the hypoth- 
eses of the theorem. For n= Zjz _ the theore gives a complete classi~jcati~3~1 of the 
llon~otopy trees HT(Z,,, i) fi 2 2). Tfle roots of HT(Z,,. odd) are the llomotopy 
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classes of the standard lens spaces and (c) suitably translated gives the classical homo- 
topy classification of lens spaces ]20,22,29] . HT(Z,, ,2) was previously known (see 
[3] for n prime, [9 I] for a:bitr:try 12). 
The author would like to thank R. Swan for his encouragement and help with 
this problem. Furthermore, he wishes to extend his warmest hanks to the Institute 
for Advanced Study at Princeton for its gracious hospitality and for providing the 
extraordinary mathematical atmosphere where this work was done. 
1. The Swan-Wall class and topological m-type 
All CW-complexes in this j :ction are connected and of finite type; i.e., the nz- 
skeleton @) is a finite cop tplex for all m > 0. 
Definition. Two CW-complzxes X, Y have the same topological nz-type (X IV,,* Y) 
if one of the following (eqtyivalent) statements is true: 
(a) there are maps 
f : $m+l, _t yw+l) ; g 
such that g ofi, N (x(‘@ 4 X(1Tz+1)) and 
(b) there exists a mapf : X@*+l) + y(m+l) SUCll tht 7Tif 1 Vi(X) + 7Ti(Y) is an 
isomorphism for i < nz 130 I] . The maps f and g are called nj-equivalences. 
We recall from 50 that to each complex X with %(nl - 1)connected there is an 
associated algebraic m-type T(X) = (nl (X), v+,,(X), k(X)). It is known from [ 131 
that two such complexes X, Y whose universal covers are (m - I)-connected have 
the same n2-type if and only if T(X) 2 T(Y). It is also known from [30 II] that 
every abstract nz-type T = (n, rrTT,, , k) can be realized by a connected (nt + l)-dimen- 
sional complex Y (not necessarily of finite type) in the sense that T(Y) z T. 
Let C(n) denote the abelian monoid of stable equivtilence classes of finitely 
generated left n-modules. Thus, two finitely generated n-modules A and B represent 
the same element in C(k) if and only if 
A @ (23~)~ 2 B @ (2# 
for suitable integers a!, p. If [A] denotes the equivalence class ofA in C(n), then 
[A ] + [B] = [A fb B] . EoZn, the reduced projective class group of the integral group 
ring Zn, is the maximal subgroup of C(n). It is known that there ale non-zero 
elements [P] E z*Zn such that [Z] + [P] = [Z] , where Z is the trivia.1 n-module. 
See section 5. Thus C(n) is rzot a cancellation monoid. 
Iff : ~1 -+ 7~ is a group homomorphism, then 
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is defined by 
C(f)( WI > = IZ”2@Zn* Ml E c(q) 
for any [M] E C(n). This makes C into a functor from the category 9 of groups to 
the category ??‘Z of abelian monoids. 
Definition. For each CW complex X of finite type, we define the Swanz- Wall class of 
X in dimension m, SW,, [X] , as the class of the n-module C,,(?)/B,,(X) in C(n). 
Here-Cm(z) is the mth cellular chain complex of the universal cover 2 of X and 
&I (X) = in1 K’*,+l(% -+ Cm (%I. 
In this section it will be shown that SW,,1 IX] depends only on the m-type of X. 
Tr. ; precise, let m 2 2. We say that the Swan -Wall SW,,, [X] class of a complex X 
is an invariant of the topological m-type of X if given any complex Y and m-equiva- 
lence 
the isomorphism 
C(fl#) : ml (X)) -+ C(q (Y-D 
induced by flti : nl (X) + 7rl (Y) carries SW,, LX] -+ SW,, [Y] . 
1 .l . Theorem. Let m 2 2. Suppose that X is a CW complex of finite type. Then the 
Swan- Wall class of X is an invariant of the topological m-type of X. 
Note that 1 .l implies that if X cv ,,I 
E &)Zn( Y). 
Y, then SW,,, [X] E &Zn, (X) iff SW,,, [Y] 
The above theorem is a corollary to the following theorem of W. Cockcroft and 
R. Swan, which also implies the uniqueness of SW,,, [T] for algebraic m-types 
T = (n, nrlz. k). 
1.2. Theorem [3, appendix, corollary] . Let 1~ be any group; Cand C’ be two finite@ 
generated projective chain complexes of Zn-modules each having length < m + 1. 
Let f : C + C’ be a chain map inducing isomophisms f* : Hi(C) + Hi(C’) for i G m. 
Thus we have the following commutative diagram: 
where each Ci (Ci!‘) is a finitely generated projective Zn-module. Then there exists a 
n-isomorphism 
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where B, = im a,,, . 
Proof of 1.1. Let f : x@+l) + y(m+l) b e a cellular m-equivalence, where Y has finite 
type. Let 
x : c*(~b+l)) _.+ C*(jm’l’) 
be the induced chain map or1 the cellular chain complexes. fis an m-equivalence 
implies that 
% : c,(jf(m+l)) _. ~,(jd~l+l))~ 
satisfies the hypotheses of he Cockcroft-Swan theorem. Here 
0 =f,#/ : 7flc:X) + q(Y) l 
Thus in C(7T1 (X)), 
[Cm /Bm ] z [C~,(.%c”‘l))/B,,r (X’““‘)] 
= [ (Cm (Y(““‘)/Bm ( Fcnztl’))~ ] z [{CL /Bd, }e ] . 
It is easy exercise in the definition of 
to show that 
cl 
Note the similarity between 1.2 and Schanuel’s theorem of [23, 5 l] . 
In order to clarify somewhat he use of the Swan-Wall invariant for m-types and 
the obstruction to finiteness of 1281, we o.ffer the next proposition. 
I .3. Proposition. Let X be a CW-complex such that the Hurewicz homomorphism 
h :_nm (zcrn,) 3 Hm (%I) is a monomorphism. The complex X has SW, [X] 
E K&$ (X) iff X has the m-tlr,ipe of one dominated by a finite complex of dimen- 
sion m. 
Note that the hypothesis is satisfied if X is (m - I)-connected. 
Sketch of a Proof. By hypothesis Q = Cm(&/Bm(%) is a finitely generated projec- 
tive module. We conclude that P = B,(x) and R = Hm+l(%nztl)) are also fir$tely 
generated projective modules. Note that P @ (2 z C,(x) and P @ R 2 C,+l(X). We 
build a CW compkxX of finite type starting with the (m + I)-skeleton X(“‘+l) = 
X(m+l) so that X has the folio ving chain complex: 
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am+l ,cm(i) %I 
___j l ** a,C()(Z) , 
where the alternating homomorphisms Q, qp : Cllz+l (X) + Cm+1 (2) denote the 
natural retractions onto R, PC &+l (2). The hypothesis that h is manic allows0 such 
an X to be constructed. Clearly X N ,X. BuiX also satisfies property Dm of 1281. 
This together with the fact that SW, [f] E K0Z7rI (X’) implies that X is dominalted 
by a finite complex of dimenson m [28, Theorem F] . n 
For example, any space X having SW, [X] E j?$$ (X) has the 2-type of a complex 
dominated by a finite 2-complex. 
1.4. Pmposition. Let m 2 3. Suppose that X has the property that the universal 
cover X is (m -- 1 )-connected. Then X has the m-type of a finite m-complex iff its 
Swan- Wall class SW, [X] = 0. 
In this case, we say that the topological nl-type of X is m-realizable. 
Proof. If x N nzY, where Y is a finite nz-complex, then by 1 .l , SW,,, ] Y] = SW,,, [X] 
= 0. Suppose that SW, [X] = 0. Let 7~ = nl(X) and choose an integer s such that 
C&)/B,,,(X) @ Zns s (ZT)~ . 
Then the chain complex 
C? : C,(@B,(%) @ (Z#+% C,n_l (X) -@ (Zn)’ 
am-l+o c b am-2 
----ii-+ 
m-2 (X) 
_, . . . 
is free. Because m 2 3, the (m -. I )-skeleton C(‘n-1) is realizable by the complex 
X(nz-l) v s P-l. Build ;bn nt-complex 
y = (X(n’-1) v s srJzvl) U (J erz 
i=l 
by attaching nz-cells to mimic the map i$,, : (Z# + Cnl_l(X) @ (Zn)? This can be 
done because each element of ker a;,_, is spherical by hypothesis. We claim that 
YN ,X. This follows because X and Y have the same algebraic m-type. cl 
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We may now define the Swan- Wall class SW,, [{T)] of an isomorphism class (T} 
of art algebraic m-type T = (n, n,n, k) provided T is realizable by an (m + Qdimensional 
finite complex Y (T( Y) 2 T). Let Aut 71 act in the natural way as a group of automor- 
phisms on C(n) and c(n) = C(n)/Aut n be the monoid of orbits. Note that the maximal 
subgroup of C(n) is K&r/Aut 7r. If (0,0’) : T(Y) + T is an isomorphism of m-types, 
then SW,n [WI = class of C(0) (SW,, [Y] ) in C(n). This is well-defined by 1.1. In the 
cases under consideration for most of this paper (n finite) that orbit is a single element 
in C(n) (see the proof of 2.t + 
2. The Swan-Wall class of :iv algebraic m-type 
Let 71 be a finite group ( If order IZ. Choose a free resolution of the trivial n-module 
Z: 
qqn) : l ** + ci .--%ci_l ai- > l*= -+ q a1 ‘Co ao.Z+O, 
where each Ci is a finitely generated free module. T(n) is called the reference reso- 
lution. In this section we wiI! compute the Euler characteristic of certain partial 
projective resolutions and show that it depends only on the m-type of the resolution. 
For the resolution V(n), let IT, = ker a,. Any such n-module n,, is called real- 
izable. For m > 3,r, is realizable implies that n,, =” n,(X) for some (n, m)-com- 
plex X. This follows from 123, Proposition 3.11. For m = 2, it is unknown whether 
n2 is realizable implies n2 s n2(X) for some 2-complex X. 
Let 
cp) * 0 j r’ Ppll h?l-l Pl PO . m jpm --+p,,_1 >-*= + p, 9 PO-+2 + 0 
be .a partial resolution with each Pi finitely generated and projective. Since n is fi- 
nite, we have Hm+l (n; I&) 2 fiO(?r; 2) g Z,r . To see this, one uses the fact that 
@( ?r; P) = 0 for all i > U and any projective n-module P [2, p. 1991. Using the 
partial resolution 3@’ 1 and the short exact sequences 
we obtain the isomorphism ai : I?(,,, im pi) + I$‘* (n, ker pi). Then CU( 3) = 
QIC) “QL] o “‘Oaf, : fi”(n; 2) + ~F%T, I$) is the desired isomorphism. 
‘The m-type T(P) = (n, &, k) is the triple consisting of IT, the n-module nb?, and 
the cohomology class k E Hm+l (IT; *rkI> determined as follows: Choose any chain 
m=ll? 
f. CJrp) -,Sp(W . B 9'i!(ni) is the m-skeleton of 31(n)) ’ 
inducing the identity on Z. Thnsfi:; ;1 sequence of maps: 
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am+2 
-** -+ cm+2 -c am+l a??1 ~~~m~~~n-~ %1-l al a0 m+l 
I I 
) l ** _3 c*---+z + () 
fm f m-l fl 
P pm --+p,,bl 
&?I-1 I _____) 9.’ ---+p PO 
??z 0 --z-,0. 
fn2 o%n+l has image in Y& = kerp,, . (&, 0 a,+,)~ am+2 = 0 implies that fill 0 d,n+l 
represents an element k = c1”, 0 ilr~~+l) E Wzfl(n; I&). k is independent of the choice 
offbecause any otherf’ is homotopic tof 123, [IO] . It follows from Theorem 6.3 
of [lo] that 
a(P(“‘)) - fiO(n- Z) AHM+l(n; I$*) . , 
carries 1 + k. Thus each such k is a generator of Hm+$r; &). 
If 71x2 =lrnl = ker a,, , we may identify k with an integer modulo rz. Consider 
gzfmlnm : ncT, + nr,* induced by the chain map f : ‘R (n?) + C?(m). This induces an 
isomorphism 
g, : Hm+’ (T fl,,) + Hm+l (T 7Tm) ; 
thus there exists a unit p E .‘,T such that g,(j) = p l i for any i E Z,, . We identify k 
with p =g*(l). This follows because the following diagram commutes: 
H"*+l (n; rr,) 
\ 
z a( %fn2)) = identity 
g* 
Thus k =t@‘(m)) (I) =g,a(%@*)) (1) =g,(l). Here we identify k(%(“*)) with 
. 1 = cu( %(tn)) (1) in Hrp2+1 (n; n,, ). 
We formalize the notion of degree as follows: Suppose A,,, is any 7r-module such 
that H”2t1(n: A,,,) = Z,*. We say that a n-honzonlorphism f : A,,, + A,,, has degree 
p E Z,, iff the induced homomorphism f* : Hrpztl (n; A,,) + Hn2+1 (n; A,,? ) has 
degree p. 
Definition. A projective partial resolution 
$m’ : 0 + 7rrn -+ Pn2 -+...+pl+po-+z-+() 
realizes the nz-type (71, Q,, p’) if, with respect to the reference resolution W(n), 
k(pp) =p EZ;. 
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Let p be an integer prime to n and N = ICxEn x be the norm element in Zn. Let 
(p, N) denote the projective left ideal in Zn generated by p and IV. (p, N) is projec- 
tive by [23, Lemma 6.11. If p’ is congruent top modulo n, then (p’, N) 2 (p, N) 
[23,6.1 (b)] . Thus for anyp EZ;, we will abuse the notation and write (p,N). 
Since (p, N) @ (p’, N) z (pp’, N) @ ZJT, the correspondence p + [(p, IV)] defines a 
homomorphism 
KZ,*+)Z7r. . 
Let 
be the square of ring homomorphisms with pr and pr’ the natural projections. Con- 
sider the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence in algebraic K-theory due to Milnor 1161: 
K12,, + K,Z e KlZn/(N) + K,Zn&Z,Zn + K& @ k$n/(N) + KoZn e 
It follows without difficulty from the definition of a in [ 161 that a = v. 
The following lemma of Swan has proved very useful for the present work (see 
5.3,3.2 as well as [23, g 21). Furthermore, an alternate proof of 1 .I in the case that 
7r is finite and SW,, [X) is a member of &$r can be based on this lemma. 
2.1. Lemma (Swan [23] ). Let n be a finite group and 
O-+M’@P-+M-+M”-+O 
be an exact sequence of n-modules with P projective and M” free as an abelian group. 
Then P is a direct summand of M. 
We are now ready for the existence theorem for m-types (n, Rrn, p). 
2.2. Theorem. Let nnl be a realizable n-module. For each p E Z,:, (n, n,n, p) can be 
realized by a partial projective resolution whose Euler characteristic is -- [(p, N)] 
E &)z*. 
Proof. Let A(n) be the augmentation ideal. We will show (2.4) that for each p E Z!T 
there is an isomorphism 
(*) ar=ar(p):A(n)@(p,N)+A(n)@Zn 
of degree p-l . Assuming this, consider the exact sequence 
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Adding on a copy of Zn gives 
i 
II 
Then use ar to obtain 
By the lemma of Swan (2.1) &((p,N)) is a direct summand of (&r)*. Let p : (Zn)2 
+ (p,N) be the retraction (p o iil(p,N) = id) and P the complementary summand. 
Since 
(p, N) @ (p-l, N) z (Br)* 2 (p, N) @ P 
we observe that [P] = [(p-*,N)] E k@r. Thus the following is exact 
i 
9: O+A(n) 
P l (3&Q) 
,PE’Z+O 
where fi : (2~) 2 + P is the natural projection and E’ = (e + 0)IP. 
2.3. Lemma. 9reaZizes the O-type (n, A(n), p), p E ZFT. 
Proof. Let 0 ‘A(n) + Zn + Z + 0 be the reference resolution and consider the 
following composite chain map: 
I I proj. P 
0 
e’ 
--- p’ A(+------~ P--- -------+z+o . 
Clearly P(proj.) = p 0 ii. Thus the chain map induces a map A(n) + A (7~) which fac- 
tors as 
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A(n) -A(n) @ Zn O-2 A(n) @ (p, N) proj’ ----+A($. 
This clearly has degree p. cl 
Now let 
be the reference resolution. ’ f the rank of Co = 3, then A(n) = ker a0 and the resolu- 
tion 9, is given by 
where a;(c) = pe a,(c) (c E Cl). 
If rank Co > 2, then by using Schanuel’s lemma 123, section I ] and (*) there is 
an isomorphism (x’ : ker a0 @Z? @ (p, N) -+ ker a0 @ Zn @ Zn of degree p-l. Then 
use cr’ and apply the above construction to 
O+kera +C -----+ 0 0 ao z-,0 
to obtain a resolution 9 realizing (n, ker a,, p) 
P 9: O+ker~o----+~~Z+O 
where [P] = [(p-l, N)] in koZn. Then 9?, is given as above. 
By alternately adding on (p, N) to Ceven and (p-l, N) to Codd this partial resolu- 
tion can be transformed into 
q(““: O~~~~C,,,~Q~~~~**~~Ci~C~~Z~o 
P 
where [Q] = (- 1 )m+l [(p, N)] and each C’; is a free module. This completes the 
proof of 2.2 modulo (*). cl 
2.4. Lemma. For each p E Zi, there is an isomorphism 
cu,:A(a)~(p-‘,N)+A(n)sZn 
of degree p. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequel -e 
0 + A(n+(p’, N)>+Z + 0 
wherep’ep-I,$= EI (p’, N), 2nd fl : A(n) -+ p’A( n is multiplication by p’. Choose ) 
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integers Y, s so that rp’ + sn = 1. Consider the chain map 
0 ---A(n)-- -4277 --EZ-+O 
1 I I I!! f 
O---+A(n)- L(p’,N)---E’z-, 0
where f( 1) = rp’ + SN and g(or) = Y(Y (ol E A(n)). Then for any a E A(n), f(a) = 
cwr;p’ +~(or)sN = arp’ = /3g(a). Therefore the degree of g is [v] = p E ZT. Now apply 
Schanuel’s Lemma [23,§ l] to the two exact sequences to obtain an isomorphism 
aP: A(n)@(p-‘,N)+A(n)@Zn 
such that g = q 0 c+, 0 i,wherei: A(n)+A(n)@(p-- , 1 IV) is the natural inclusion and 
4 : A(n) @ Zn + A(n) is the projection. q 
Now we state the uniqueness theorem for the Swan- Wall class of (n, T,~, p). 
2.5. Theorem. If %?bm’ realizes (n, n, ) p), then the Euler characteristic 
X(32’m’) = P - KP9 WI - 
Thus the correspondence p + x(mp)) defines a homomorphism v(n, T,,~ ) : ZpT 
+ K,Zn. In fact, this correspondence depends only upon the isomorphism class of 
( nr, JrTT, 9 PI- 
2.6. Proposition. If (n, nryI, p) s (71, nk , p’), then 
v(nv n,n 1 (PI = v(n9 n:, > (P’) l 
2.7. Corollary. The copespondence p -+ - v(n, n,, ) (p) (p E Zl) is the boundary 
operator a : K, Zn + K,Zn in the Milnor Mayer-- Vieton’s sequence. 
Proof of 2.5. L,et ‘%$@ : Cl + n,, + ‘Pm + iCfpI_l + --a + ‘Co + Z + 0 denote any 
two resolutions realizing (n, IQ,., , p) (i = 1,2) such that each ‘C/ is free and iP,,I pro- 
jective. By standard obstruction arguments, there is a chain map 
f. ‘c$W+ 2+p . 
covering the identity on Z and inducing the identity on nTT,, . Thus, it follows from 
1.2 13, appendix, Corollary 41 that 
[‘pn*] = [2Pm] EK*Zr . El 
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I%oc:: sf 2.6. Let (e, 0’) : (n, 7Tr,) p) + (n, n;, p ‘) be the isomorphism. Realize each 
m-type by partial projective resolutions %nd ‘9’. Standard arguments on the k-in- 
variatrt [lo, Theorem 4] show that there is a e-chain map f : 3) + 3’ such that _ 
f,&rn = 8’. The proof of 1.1 shows that 
C(O) (XV)) = X(9’) E @r . 
BY 2.2, x(3’) = -[(P, WI 9 ~(9’) = - [(P’, WI . Thus 
W) (KP, WI B = KP’9 NJ1 l
We will be done once we skw: C(0) ([(p, IV)] ) = [(p, N)] for all 0 E Aut n, all 
p E Zi. This follows becal se 
C(O) ([(PY WI! ) = I(W~ @&& CP, WI = Kp, N), -11 *
But it is clear that (p, IV) 2 (p, N),-1 as n-modules. q 
Notice that the argument that [(p, IV)] is fixed under the action of Aut n on 
C(n) generalizes tothe following situation: Let M be any finitely generated n-module 
(n not necessarily finite) su.;h that, for each 6 E Aut n, there exists a &automorphism 
M + M. Then [M] E C(n)AUtn. 
3. p-stability 
Let n be a finite group of order n. A n-module AnI such that Hm+l(n;&) = Z,r 
is called p-stable (of height < i) if there exists an isomorphism 
a(p) * A . m @ (p(-‘I, IV) @ (2~)~ + A, @ (Z#’ (i 2 0) 
of degree p E 2;. Am is called stable if A, is p-stable for all p E 2);. For example, 
the trivial n-module 2 [23, Lemma 6.11 and the augmentation ideal A(n) (?.4) are 
stable (with height 0). 
For finite groups, this definition is quite general. It follows from 1.2 and 2.1 that 
if M is any n-module such that 
ar : n, a3 n&=+ lTrm @ (zn)i 
then the degree of a = p E 2: and M is projective. Furthermore, an easy consequence 
of 3.1 and 2.5 is that 
[M] = k[(p, IV)] in Q?r . 
Note that mm is p-stable iff 7cm is p-l -stable iff n,n is (-p)-stable [23, Lemma 6.11. 
3.1. Proposition. If rrTT, is a reakable n-module, then n,,, is stable. If IT,?, is p-stable 
and realizable, then the m-type (n, n, , p) is realizable by a projective resolution. 
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Proof. The first statement follows from Schanuel’s Lemma and 2.5. The second is 
proved in [23, section 21. a 
3.2. Conjecture. Let nnz be a realizable n-module and p E 2,:. There is an isomorphism 
at : n, @ (p’- l)“‘+‘, N) + n,, @ Zn 
of degree p. In other words, each realtizable n, is stable with heigh, zero. 
As we have seen, this conjecture is true for 2 and A(n). We show that the ring 
&-l(N) also is stable with height zero. If p E Z,*, we say that p is s-jkee if [(p, N)] 
= 0 in QZn. 
3.3. Corollary. Let 71, be realizable and p E 2,;. p is s-free iff there exists an in tcger 
i > 0 and an automorphism 
n,n @ (Zn)i + n, @ (Zn)i 
of degree p. 
Proof. Let p be s-free. 3.1 implies there exists an 
a : 71, a3 (pw*+l , N) @ (Zny’ + n, @ (ZI#+~ (i > 0). 
If [(p, N)] = 0, then p : (pkl, A’) @ Zn -%(Z@2. The composite 
then has degree p. If such an automorphism 7r,, cft (ZR)~ -+ n,, @ (ZT)~ exists of degree 
p, then, using the Swan construction of 123, 5 ‘_] , we may realize (n. n,,, , p) by a 
free resolution. It follows from the uniqueness Theorem 2.5 that p is s-free. 0 
For an example which is useful for periodic groups, we show that 2.2 is true for 
H(N). 
3.4. Proposition. For each p E Z,; , there is an isomorphism 
cxp : Zn/(N) @ (p-l, N) + Zn/(N) @ Zn 
of degree p. 
Proof. Choose integers  E p and 4 E p- 1 and consider the isomorphism 
r ; (s, N) @ (y. ii’) -’ (Zn)’ 
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of [23, Lemma 6. l] . Represent (s, N) abstractly as the left n-module generated by 
uII, u1 with the single relation Nu, = sul . Similarly (4, N) has generators ~2, ~2. Then 
r(q) = (u,,N, ZQN), r(u2) = (IQN, u22N) where ug EZ and the determinant 
Vl! lU22 - V21V12 = +1 . By diagonalizing this integer matrix using only row operations 
we obtain a new basis for (2~)~ with respect to which 
7(q) = (N 0) ? 7(v2) = (0, +N) . 
Thus T induces an isomorpbsm 
i’ : (s, N)/(N) @ (q, N) + Zn/(N) @ &. 
Now~(u1)=(~1,P1)withr:~,P1EZn.r(svl,0)=7(NU1,0)‘N(~1,P1)= 
= (e(q)N, e(&)N) = s(N, 9). Thus &q) = S. But 
g : W(N) + 0, W/W) 
where g( I + (N)) = u1 + (P-r) is an isomorphism. Thus ar = ? (g @ id) gives an isomor- 
phism of degree p. Cl 
Finally, using the notion, of stability we may characterize those algebraic m-types 
which are realizable by (n, @-complexes. 
3.5. Theorem. Let n be a fit&e group of order pt and vrTn be a realizable n-mod&e. If 
nz Z 0 and p E Z,*, then (n, IT,, p) is realizable by a free complex iff [(p, N)] = 0. 
If m > 3, (n, 7t,, p) is the m-type of a (n, m)-complex iff [(p, N)] = 0. 
Proof. The first statement follows from 2.2. To prove the second statement, we 
must be mar?: careful. By a remark at the beginning of section 2, we may assume 
that the reference resolution _ 
is the cellular chain complex of the universal cover 2 of a (r, m)-complex X. By 3.1, 
n, isp-stable. Again by means of the construction of Swan [23, $ 2] we may use 
the isomorphism n,,, CD (Zn)i + n, 3 (2~)’ of degree p-’ to construct a new resolu- 
tion 
Since m >, 3, cn2_I ff (2~)~ + C,n_2 + l ** T CO + 2 + 0 is realizable by 
C,(X(nz-r) v iP-l). Then one defines the (?r, m)-complex 
k 
Xp = (X(nzB1) V ismel) U 
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obtained by attaching k = rank CA cells of dimension m mimicing the homomorphism 
i$,:C~+Cm 1 @ (Z?r)i. If X is a (n, m)-complex such that T(X) 2 (n, YQ,, , p), then 
[(p, IV)] = 0 by 2.6. 0 
4. Stably free modules (p, N) 
‘This section is devoted to the study of necessary and sufficient conditions that 
the Swan projectives (p, IV) be (stably) free. Recall the following conventions: 7~ is 
a finite group of order rz. An integer p E 2,; is called free ‘if the projective left ideal 
(p, N) is free. p is called s-free if (p, N) is stably free. Let E’ : 2%/(N) -+ Z,, be given 
by E’(OI + (IV)) = e(cu) + nZ for each cy E Br. By A s pA we mean there is an auto- 
morphism A +A of degree p. 
4.1. Proposition. The following are equivalent for p E 2,:. 
(a) p is free, 
(b) Znl(N) gp Zd(N), 
(c) Z @ Z7r = pZ@Zn, 
(d) A(n) sp A(n). 
Proof. (n) * (b) follows from Lemma 6.3 of [23] . 
(a) * (c) is a consequence of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.1 (b) of [33] . 
(c) * (a): Let h : Z @Z n + Z c~ Zn be an automorphism of degree p. (2 @ 2~)” = 
Z @ (N) implies h(Z Q (N)) C Z @ (IV). In fact, h’ = h 1 Z 3 (N) is bijective because 12 
is an automorphism. Thus we have the commutative diagram: 
0 0 
1 1 
z Q,(N) --h’Z Q,(N) 
-1 i J 
Zn/(N) ---- -----+ Zn/(N) 
The induced map fi : Zn/(N) + Zn/(N) is an isomorphism. Hence, if [a] = cy + (Iv) 
foranya!EZn, then&[l]) - ic is a unit in Zn/(N). We will show that pa’ = 2 1. 
Because ’(k) is free we have p is free. Under h : (1 ,O) + (p’, rN), (0,l) -+ (s, k’). 
where p’ Ep, Y, s E Z, and k’ E Zn is any preimage of k under the projection 
Zn + Zn/(N). Let e(k’) = q. Notice that h(0, N) = (us, e(k’)N). The integer matrix 
of h’ with respect to the basis {( 1 ,O), (0. N)} is 
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Hence p’q - rsn = *f . This completes (c) * (a). 
(b) * (d) is left to the reader. 
4:2: Proposition. Let p E 2,:: The following statements are equivalent: 
0 
(a) p is s-free, 
(b) (p, N) @ Zr 2 (Zn)2 t 
(c) i%/(N) @ z7r = 
(d) Z @ (ZR)~ gp 
-p Znlc V) @ zn, (c’) ZnJ(iv) @ (Zn)S sp Z7T/(Af) @ (ZnY (s 2 I), 
(e) A (jr) @ Zn 
Z CD (Z @, (d’) Z @ (ZI# sp Z @ (Z71.)f (t 2 2), 
s p d(~) f Zn, (e’) A(n) @ (Z7r)U sp A(n) @ (Zloty (0 2 1). 
A string of equivalence!; like this deserves a conjecture. 
4.3. Conjecture. Let 
0 if m even 
S(m) = 7P-g 9 
I ifmodd 
and q,2 be realizable of minimal Z-rank. Define (zn)” I= 0. 
(a) p is free iff n, @ (Z# On) sP n, @ (Zn)Scm), 
(b) p is s-jtiee iff nFn i (ZT)’ (mI+l sP nm @ (ZYT)~(~‘)+’ . 
Answering this question in some generality seems the next important step in the 
determination of the homotopy trees for (n, @-complexes. For example, if 71 has 
free period 4 and 
is a free periodic resolution, is 4.3 true for ker al? This is the only remaining case for 
such groups. 
Also, as we shah see in section 9, the following question has significance in the 
determination of the homotopy trees: Does there exist a finite (petiodicjgroup YT 
for which some (p, N) is stably free but not free? 
5. The cancellation property 
Throughout this section g denotes a finite group of order 12. A finitely generated, 
Z-torsion free n-module Mhas the cance~zation property (CP) iff for any n-module 
M’such that M’ % (Zn)* s M 8 (Zn)@ with ct! G & we have M’ z M @ (Zn)?? We 
say that n was CPu iff the ~-~~~o~u~e has CP. 
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In this section we show that if n, = n,(X) with X a (n, @-complex and 112 even, 
then R~ @ 2% has CP. Furthermore, we show that if 71 has CP,, then the trivial module 
2, the augmentation ideal A(n), and the ring &r/(N) all have CP. 
The chief technical condition is the Eichler condition: A finitely generated zr- 
module M satisfies the Eichler condition iff the semisimple Q-algebra (Q is the rational 
numbers) Endq,(QM) h as no simple component which is a totally definite quater- 
nion algebra over its center (see [25, p. 1761 for a definition). n satisfies the Eichler 
condition provided the n-mociule Zn does. It follows from 125. Theorem 19.8 ] that 
if 1~ satisfies the Eichler condition, then 7~ has CPu. Such groups as finite abelian 
groups, finite simple groups and groups of odd order satisfy the Eichler condition 
f25, pd 1781. 
The following corollary to the theorem of Jacobinski [ 11,25] was pointed out 
to me by Swan [see 9 If for a proof]. 
5.X. Proposition. Let X be a fn, m)-c~rn~~ex such treat ( - l)“? &Y) 2 I . Theu the 
~arn~dule n,(X) @ Zn has the can~ellati~n property. 17 
AS an example, let C be a finite abelian group. A simple calculation using Theorem 
1 .I of [24] shows that any (G, m)-complex X has ( 1 )“*x(X) 2 1. Thus any such 
n,(X) @ ZG has the cancellation property. Tfre next corollary generalizes this ex- 
ample. Let s&r) be the minimal number of generators of the group HFTT(k; Z). 
5.2. Corollary. Let X be any (n, m)-complex. If m is even or if s,(n) 2 2, th :? 
R,,(X) @ 2~ has the cancellation propert,v; if m is odd, then n,JX) Q (.Zn)2 has the 
cawellatiun property. tl 
For a moment, let us study the ~-nlodules ,4(n) and Z~/(~). Using a c(~r~lbination 
of Swan’s Letnma (2.1) and the argunlent of f9 I], the following proposition is 
sltown. 
5.3. Proposition. A(n) @ Zn has the cance/latbn property; if r has (‘PO, the81 R b) 
has CP. 
Thus, for example, if n is a finite abelian group, A(n) has the c:u-rcehation pr(F-tY. 
L 
Proof. Let A = A(r) and 
O-+AI-2744-+0 
be the exact sequence of n-modules. where E is the a~lgmentation. Suppose 
cy : A @(Zn)Q~ AM a (ZT@’ (a1 > a2) is an ison~orphism. Co~~sider the 
sequence 
exact 
Using cy, obtain the exact sequence 
27r is a projective n-module =+ Zn is weakly injective ([2] , chapter XII, prop. 1 A) 
* (Zn)*2 is a direct summa.ld of (ZI#+~ 1(2.1). If n has CPO or if a1 >cf2, then 
the complementary su~~lnl~~d to the above splitting is also free. The second case 
follows from the cancellat‘o~~ theorem of Bass [ 11% Thus there is a new basis for 
(Z ) 71 ‘+*I such that I * CY sy Bits: 
so 
c 
O-+M~(Zn] - --4z-)o ” l+a*-(22 .__F 
is exact. The idea is to change the basis in C so that the “matrix” of F with respect 
to the new basis in C is 
This will show that M z A @ (Z~)~l-~2 _ Let xl )....+ x, (m = I f a1 - “2) be the 
given basis for C. Then F(xi) = /3i E Z (i = 1, ..,, ~2). Fis surjectivc * 3 yi E Z 
(i= 1 ) ***‘I nt) I!Z~fji = 1. ft follows that there is a ~~~~irnod~~~ar matrix over Z whi& 
transforms the basis {.,yl, .. . . x,) to a basis (Xl, . . ..K.,,} having the above matrix 
for F. if cul = a2, then a similar argument works by cancelling (Z#‘r -’ from se- 
quence (*). El 
By combining the argument of [3] with 5.3, we have a new proof of the fact that 
HI&Z,,, 2) = (9 U lle2), [9 I]. 
By using an argument dual to 5.3, one may easily show the following proposition. 
For the rest of this section we will study the c~~~~c~llatiol~ of he trivial ~-lllod~~~e 
Z. The non-c~~nce~~atioIl set f r Z @ Zn will be c~nlp~ete~y deteri~lined in [34] . 
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P is a pmjedfw ~~~~~~~~~~~ 4grarlk 1. Fwtkml~m, 
thw is avi integer p p&w to the m&r of R svrc?v tht 
[PI = [(pJ)) 
La, [P) is ivv the ivv O$a : iI?,;+ i+JK 
5.6. Cotollary. If n wtisjks the ~idvI~r crmditi~rlvv, tlvevr Z tvos the mvcelhtitwt 
property. cl 
The corollary follows because 2 uf 2~ has CP by [ 111. The proposition follows 
easily from Lemmas 4.7 and 4.2 of [23]. 
It might be tempting to conjecture that Pmust be stably free. but this is false. ;is 
the isomorphism 
Z~(p,N)S3G?77 
of [ 13, Len1111a hi] sl1ows. 
We note finally that recent work of Williams I.32 ] has shed some light on the 
cancellation properties of the relation module JQ. 
6. The homotopy theory of (JC, m)-complexes 
Recall that a (a, vvv)-mvvapkx is a finite, connected vvv-dimensional CW-complex X 
such t l1a t 
G-4 q(X) = n 
(b) q(X) = 0, I < i < VVL 
To each connected CW-complex X having ,-? (vvv - I J-connected and nt (X) = n wc 
associate its algebraic vvr-type T(X) = (n, n,,,(X), k(X)). where k(X) f H’%L n,,(X)) 
is the obstruction invariant of 11-7) _ Each map f : X + Y of (n, m)-complexes in- 
duces ;I homomorphism f+ : T(X) + T(Y) of their algebraic nz-types. Basic references 
for vvr-types are [ 13) , [ 20 ] , and [ 30) . 
Let X, Y be (n. vvz)-complexes. Thefollcwing Theorems 6. I -4.4 are known [ 131 
t and show thal
algebraically. 
most of the homotopy theory of (T, @-complexes can be carried out 
6.1. Theorem 
a map f : X + 
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6.2. Theorem [ 13, Theorem I]. X N Y if and only if T(X) 2 T(Y). cl 
6.3. Theorem. Let f,g : X + Y be maps. 
(a) If f 2 g : X + Y, then f* = g, : l’(X) + T(Y). 
(b) If f, = g, : T(X) + T(Y), then there exists 
o(f, 9) E H”(fil (X)9 (Q*( Y))f,*) 
withu(f,g)=Oef=g. Cl 
Definition. Let [X, y] 8 de note the set of homotopy classes of maps X + Y inducing 
0 : n&y)-+q(Y). 
6.4. Theorem. The follow izg sequence of sets is exact 
0 -+Hm@, n,,(Y),) + [X, YIO + Home(W), T(Y)) -+ 0 
in the sense that there is ,m action of Hm(n, n,(Y>e) on [X, y], whose orbits con- 
sist of classes [ f] E [X, VI, that induce a given homomorphism rp : T(X) + T(Y).0 
6.3 and 6.4 are contained in [ 19, 5 271. 
Let t[X, r] be the subset of [X, Y] consisting of homotopy equivalences. 
6.5. Corollary. The following is an exact sequence of sets: 
0 +Hm(n, rim(Y)))) + E(X, Y), + Jsoe(T(X), T(Y)) + 0. Cl 
6.6. Theorem (Sieradski). Let 71 be a finite group and X, Y be (n, m)-complexes. Then 
(a) t( X, Y) z WVX), T(Y)) (bijection) 
(b) E(X) 2 AW‘(X)) (group isomorphism). El 
Theorem 6.6. follows from 6.5 and the following lemma of A.J. Sieradski which, 
in turn, follows easily from the fact that Hi(n; F) = 0 for any finite n, free n-module 
F,andi>O. 
6.7. Lemma. Let 71 be any finite group. Let Y be a (71, mj-complex and 6 : IT + nl (Y) 
be an isomorphism. Then Hnl(n, (n,,( Y)), ) = 0. cl 
7. Generalized lens spaces 
This section is devoted to an exposition of pertinent facts about the minimal 
roots for trees having periodic fundamental groups. We collect it here for use in 
later sections. 
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Definition. Let X be a simply connected, m-dimensional, finite CW complex having 
the homotopy type of the nz-sphere S”” (m > 3). Suppose that a finite group n acts 
freely and cell-wise on X in the sense that if g E 7r and e” is a cell of X, then g(en) is 
also a cell of X. Wt: call the orbit complex L = X/n a generalized lens space (GLS). 
Each such n is necessarily periodic [ 2, 171 of period nz + 1. Any such I, is a (n, 171 j- 
complex and is a minimal root of HT(n, no). The usual lens spaces 
L(p : 41, . . . . q1j =s2’-l /Zp (p 2 29 4i a 19 (P9 qi) = l) 
are examples of generalized lens spaces. See [23, appendix] and 12, p. 3,531 for 
other examples. According to [23], there is a generalized lens space for any finite 
periodic group. For a complete classification of such groups, see [33, p. 1791, [Xl. 
Let n be a finite group having periodic cohomology of minimal period k. A 
periodic projective resolution of period h over the trivial n-module Z is an exact 
sequence 
where each Pi is a finitely generated projective 7r-module. E is free if each Pi is free. 
If E is free and h 2 4, then there exists a generalized lens space L(r, h - 1) as a root 
of the homotopy tree [23, Proposition 3.11. Also it is known that there always 
exists a periodic projective resolution Ek ol‘ period k, the minimal period of ?T 123, 
Theorem 4.11. 
However, it is not known whether a free periodic resolution of period k exists. 
Let nzEk denote the process of stringing together nz copies of Ek 1231 to obtain a 
periodic resolution of period mk. Let d be the greatest common divisor of rz, the 
order of n, and &I), where p is the Euler cp-function. Then there exists a periodic 
free resolution of period d l k 123, Theorem B] . 
Definition. We say that the minimal free period of n is p l k, the smallest multiple 
of the minimal period k admitting a periodic free resolution of period p * k. For 
example, X3 and GQ(4t) have minimal free period 4. 
The following lemma is useful in studying the homotopy trees HT(n, ik --- 2). 
7.1. Lemma. Let 7~ be a finite periodic group of fnot necessarily minimal) free 
period k. There exists a (71, k - 2)-complex X such that ~T~_~(X j 2 Zn/(N j as a 
n-module, with the possible exception of k = 4 and n non-abclian. X wil! be the 
(k - 2).skeleton of an appropriate GLS and is necessaril~~ a minimal root of M 
HT(n, k - 2). c 
The proof of 7.1 is an easy exercise in the use of the Lemma of Swan (2.1) that 
projective n-modules behave as injectives in certain settings. 
If 7~ is non-abelian and k = 4, the existence of the Z-complex in 7.1 turns on 
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whether there are any finite groups of period 4 with negative deficiency (see [24] . 
section 2 and Corollary 5.1 for a related iscussion). 
8. fsomorphisms between algebraic m-types 
This section is devoted to the computation of the set 
for certain n-modules zRz Were, as usual, n is the order of rl~- 
We will assume that the following set is “known”. Its computation i  many cases 
is not difficult. Let 71 be ?I eriodic of minimal period k and let Autikn = 
@ E 2: 1 3 8 E Aut 71 s3uh that ~~(~) = 1, where tl& : ~~(~; 2) + ~j~(~; 2)). 
It follows from [Z, char cer XII, section 111 that Autumn =(Aut~~~~. 
Examples 
(1) If n = Zlt, the finite cyclic group of order t2, then AutziZ,, = (ZtT)f. 
(2) If n is the quaternion group Q(8) of order 8, then 
(3) If 71 is the generalized quaternioll group ~Q(4~) of order 4t 2 t 6, then 
* 2i 3 
Aut4i~Q~4~) = (&) t&3, § 83. 
(4) If R is the dihedral group Dzn of order 2n (n odd), then Aut~~D~,~ = (2$1)2’ 
(see section 10). 
Definition 
(a) F(n) = (p E Z,* I(p, N) is free} n
fb) SF(g) = ker {a : Z,* + k&Zn), 
If follows from [23f that p E F(n) iff there is a unit u E Z~~(~~ of a~Ignle~~tatiun 
p, Recaft hat p E ZPT is j&e iff p E F(z). 
Qsk @)=+Aut R. - Sk 
(b) &rz_l (Z @ 27;) = Au@. F(n). 
(c) t&/&Z @ (Zf#j = SF(n) (t 2 2). 
Proof. (a) If 0$(p) = 1, then 2p E Q $k__l (Z) because (0, *id) : (n, 2, 1) + (n. Z, *p) 
gives the isomorphism. If (0,O’) : (n, Z, 1) -+ (n, Z, p) is an ~soI~~orpllisi~~, then 8’ = 
*id and thus (~~)-~~~(~) = 1. Thus O*(p) = +I, which implies that either p or --p 
is a member of AutSTEz. 
(b) and fc) will fclflow from ibe next lemma . 
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8.2. Emma. Let 8 E Aut n arzd t be a non-negative integer. Arty kwonlorphisnr 
8’ : 2 8, (ZI# + Z @ (Z# splits as the composite q 0 Z(0) of a n-autonlo~hisnl q -- 
and a degree 1 O-autotnorphisnz Z(0). 
Proof. Let z(e) = id @ z(e) 63 .** e z(e) : Z Q (Z~T)~ + Z e (Z#, 
\ / 
C times 
Let rp : Z @ (Zn)’ + Z @ (Znjc be defined by s(eij = B’(eij. where ei is the element of 
Z @ (Znjc having a 1 in the ith coordinate and zeros elsewhere. It follows that (3 is an 
automorphism and that 8’ = 
_- 
9 0 Z(0). To see the latter, let 
t+l 
c 
i=l 
aiejEZ@(Zn)’ (atEZ,cuiEZ7rforiB2); 
\o(Z@)( Ljej)) = q&) + Ii) (0)(oj)O’(ej) = O’( Liei). Cl 
We see that if Aut(Z e (Znj’) denotes the set of all O-automorphisms, 0 E Aut 71, 
then, as a corollary to 8.2, the sequence 1 + Aut,(Z @, (Znjt) + Aut(Z @ (Z#) 
f Aut n + I is split exact. The splittings : Aut ?r + Aut(Z @ (Z#) is such that the 
degree of s(0) = 1 for all 8 E Aut 71. We call such a module Z @ (Zxj’ filze@ split. Let 
us finish the proof of 8.1 and then develop this theme further. 
Proof of 8.1 (b). Let (0, 0’) : (n, Z Q Zn, I ) + (n. Z @ Zn, p) be an isomorphism. By -- -_ 
8.2,8’ = 4 0 Z(e), where Z(0) is a O-automorphism of degree 1 and cp is a n-auto- 
morphism. Thus (0,s’) = (id, (p) 0 (&Z(O)). By the Proposition 4.1 (c), the degree 
of 4 is a member of I;(n). SC, letting? : (Z Q Zn)@ + (Z @ ZnjB be the n-homomor- 
phism induced by 9, we havi: 1 = (e’,j- l e*(p) =z(e);* z;l(e*(p)) = cp,.*(e*(p)). 
Thus, if g,(l) = 8*(p) = Y, r is free and p = r l (p/r) where @(p/r) = 1. Hence 
p/r E Au@r. Suppose p = y l Y where q E Aut sk n, r E F(n). Then again by Proposi- 
tion 4.1 there is an automorphism rp : Z @ Zn + Z 8) Zn of degree r. Choose 0 E Aut 71 
SO that Otk(q) = 1. Then (0,e’j = (0, q 0 Z(0)) is an isomorphism of (‘n, Z 3 2% 1 ) 
+ (n, Z @ Zn, p) because (p 0 Z(e)),{ 1) = r = Oik(p). 
(c) If p E QSk_l(Z @ (Zvrjtj (t 2 2) then by the preceding argument (using Proposi- 
tion 4.2, instead of 4.1) p = 4 l r v :lere y E Aut,kn and r E SF(n). But clearly 
Aut,kn C SF(n) by 2.6. Thus p E S&r). Then by 4._ 7 there is a n-automorphism 
q : Z @ (Znjf + Z @ (Z# of ckgree p and (id. +D) gives the necessary isomorphism. C 
We return now to finely split modules. Let n,,? be a realizable n-module. For each 
0 E Aut n, there is a natural isomorphism 
ol(ej : H”‘+l (n; nnrj -+ Hnl+l (n: (IT,,~)~) 
included by the isomorphism 
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s(0), : Hm+’ (n, r,) --, H”+$r, (n,&) 
is induced by the n-isomorphism s(0) : IT,, + (I+,,~)~. Thus s(0) has “degree 1”. 
In order to state the gencTalization of 8.1 that we seek, let 
Au tr+’ n,, = 
L 
4 E Z/T1 3 fl E AUt,nm such that p,(l) = 4 
where fl* : Hrn+l (n, TM) * Hm+’ (n; nm) I 
and 
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End,(nm J Z5 End,CCnm )e 1 
given by carrying a n-homomorphism cp : nr, + n,, to a n-homomorphism G : (vr,& 
-+ (nn, )e such that ;3j = cp. 
Letting Aut nnr denote the group of all &automorphisms of nm + n,, and AUt,nm 
the group of m-automorphisms of r,,* + rrn, we have the following exact sequence: 
1 + Au&Km + IIut 7~,,----+ h G(n) + 1 (G(n) C Aut n) 
where h (&automorphism)= 8. We say that ITS, is finely split ifG(n) = Aut n and 
there is a splitting s : Aut n + Aut 71, (Its = id) such that 
a@)- l o S(B)*$l) = 1 
where 
Aut,+ln = .qEZ,*I 3 6 EAutnsuch that(r(8)-1e e*(l)=q, 
L 
where 0” : Hm+’ (n; n,,,) --) H”“+‘(n; (n&) 
I 
is induced by 0 . 
Aut nz_kl n is independent of the resolution chosen (hence independent of r,,,). 
Autr+l1~,~~ is independent of the resolution, provided both end with r,,*. 
f4.3. Theorem. Let T,,~ be a finely split, realizable n-rnodtrle. Thert Q,(n,,,) = 
(A%*+1 n) - (Aut;‘+l n,,). 
Before giving the proof of 8.3, let us give several examples. If 1~ is periodic of 
minimal free period k, then xSk 2 A(n) and n,k__2 S Zn/(N) (s > 0) are finely split. 
Furthermore, if n,,, is finely split, then 7rrn @ (Zn)i is finely split, for any i > 0. 
Proof of 8.3. lf 4 E Q,, CT,,), then there is an isomorphism 
(Rfl’) : (n, Tf)l. 1) + h. T,,, , 4) . 
Write 0’ = q 0 s(O) and let Y = q&(I) E Autr+‘n,,,. Then 13;,+~(q) = O’Jl) implies that 
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a = a(e)- l 0 eT,,+l (~)=~lo)-lo 0; (0 
= a(e)-’ e trp o SW)* (1) 
= deP 0 ij* 0 s(e), (1) 
where G : (n,,). + (n& is the n-homomorphism defined by 9. 
= t.f,oa(e)-l os(e),(l) 
= g*(l) = r . 
Hence q = r l q/r, where r E Autr+’ nn, and q/rE Aut,+l IT. The converse is proved 
similarly. Cl 
8.4. Co~Olhy. Let n have minimal free period k and let nsk = A(n), flsk_2 = Zn/(~l). 
for s 2 1. Then 
(a) &(A@)) = Aut,kn ’ F(n) 
(b) &(A(@ @ (zn)‘) = SF(n) (t a 1) 
(C) f&&Zd(fl)) = Aut,k_l n . F(n) 
(d) &-2(Zn/(~) @ (ZT)~) = SF(n) (t 2 1). l 
We leave the proof to the reader. 
One might think that in (c), Aut,k_l m = Aut,kn, but this is false. Consider r = Z,,. 
By direct computation one may show that Aut2s_l Z,l = Aut2_zZ,I = (Z,T)S-l and 
AutbZ,, = (Z,T)? It would be interesting to know Aut &_11~ (for periodic IT) in terms 
Of (Say) AUt,k$L 
9. Applications: Homotopy trees for periodic groups 
In this section we will describe certain homotopy trees for periodic groups. Let d’ 
denote the class of n-modules O-isomorphic to Z ‘ft Zn for some 0 E Aut ‘TT. Define the 
set 92(3 ZeZn(Aut X) to be the set of (Aut n)-isomorphism classes of non-cancellation 
examples of the trivial n-module Z cf, Zn together with the trivial element ? Thus, a 
nontrivial element of 32P ZmZ7i(Aut 71) is an (Aut n)-isomorphism class of 7r-modules 
M such that 
(a)M@ZnzZ@ (Z7+ 
(b) M is not &isomc~rphic to 2 + Z:: for any 0 E Aut n. 
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9.1. Theorem. Let 71 be a finite group with minimal free period k and Li be a GLS 
which is a (n, ik - 1 &complex (i > 0). The tree HT(n, ik - 1) can be described as 
j;rEto ws: 
(a) If X is a (7~, ik - 1 )-complex with absolute Euler characteristic 1 x(X )I > 2, 
then X has the homotopy type of the sum Li V dik-l of the GLS Li and a! = 1 x(X)1 
copies of the (ik - 1 )-sphere Sik- 1 . 
(b) If Ix(X)/ = 1, then I?’ v Sik-’ = Li v 2Sik-l. 
(c) The set PIT@, ik - ‘4 Jo of homotopy types of (n, ik - I Jcomplexes with Euler 
characteristic zero is in onv to one correspondence with the group 
HT(n,ik- l), “= SF(7t’)/*AUtik77 l 
(d) Let Li(p) be the G LS corresponding to each p E SF(n). Let HT(n, ik -- l)y 
be the set of homotopy classes of non-roots with absolute Euler characteristic 1 
(k, I x(X)1 = 1 and X z Li(p) V SikW1 for some p E SF(n)). Then, 
HT(n, ik - 1 f g SF(n)/AUtikIT l F(n). 
(e) Let HT n, ik - 1): be the set of roots of absolu te Euler characteristic 1. Then 
6 HT(n, ik - 1)1 is isomo@ic to disjoint union of groups WAVE nc __* G(M), whtire 
each G(M) = SF(n)/Qik_l (2 @ P) for Z @ P EM. 
Note. (a) Let p, q E SF(n). Then Li(p) E Li(q) iff there is a 0 E Aut 71 SUCH that 
p = &( 1))i ’ q. Similarly, Li(p) v Siksl c Li(q) V Sik-l iff there is a 8 E Aut n 
and a p’ E F(n) such that 
q = (B;(l))‘.p’ ‘p . 
go) Theorem 10.1 (c) states in part that the boundary homomorphism a : 2,; 
-+ K$3r factors as follows: 
(c) At the present writing, we know no example of a finite group n for which 
J(n) = SF(n)/F(n) # 0 . 
However, for n = GQ(32), the generalized quaternion group of order 32, it is known 
1341 that 
Module this unknown, the tree HT(‘TF, ik - 1) 1001;s like Fig. 2; where S = Sjk-’ and 
the dashed lines represent he unsolved question. 
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Fig. 2. HT(n, ik - 1) (i > 0). 
Proof of 9.1. 
(a) Let X be any (n, ik - I)-complex with absolute Euler characteristic greater 
than one. By Theorem 14 of [3 11, rik_l (X)@(Z7r)’ sZ@(Zn)r(a=r- t>2)for 
certain integers P, t. 5.5 (a) implies that nik_f (X) z (2~)~ @ Z. Thus T(X) 2 
(n, 2 @ (22+@, p) = TP for some p E ,?I$. But p must be s-free by 3 S. CY 2 2 and 
4.2 (d) yield an autoInorphism y : 2 @ (Zn)* + 2 @ (23~)~ of degree p. Thus Tp z T, 
and hence X N Li v tiikql. 
(b) Follows from 3.5,5.5 and 4.2 as in (a). 
(C) SUppOSe x(X) = 0. Rik_ 1 (X) @ (27~)~ z Z @ (Z# implies (by 5.5 (b‘)) that 
nik_l(X) g Z. Thus T(X) 2 (n, Z, p), where p is s-free. Then 
HT(n, ik - 1 ). 26 SF(n)/-t-Aqk7; 
follows from 8.1 (a), 3.5, and 6.2. 
(d) Follows as in (c), except that one uses 8.1 (b). 
(e) For each non-trivial non-cancellation example M E <?W! zqz71, we have 
M 2 Z @P where P is a rank 1 projective ideal and [P] = [(q, IV)] E zoZn for sonle 
q E ZR Is.53 . Each (ik -- 1 )-type (n , Z @ P, p) is realizable as a (n, a’k -- 1 )-complex 
iff p E 9-l SF(z). Thus 
Recall that, in a homotopy tree HT(n, m), the stalk 09 generated by a (n. /tt)- 
complex X is the subtree with vertices {[Xl . [X v P] , . . . . [X v tCP] , . ..} . 
n 
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than x,h ( = minimum (1 x(X)] 1 X is a (n, m)-complex)) is a single stalk !X,, v Sm > 
generated by) XnI v Sm. If m = 2 (k = 4, i = I ) we must add the hypothesis that the 
2-type (n, Zar/(N), 1) is realizable by a 2-complex. 
Proof. 9.2 is a consequence of 5.3, 5.4, and 4.2 (c), (e). cl 
The following theorem is an example of the kind of application one can make. It 
is a generalization of a theorem of [ 121. 
9.3. Theorem. Let 71 be a fini *e periodic group of minimal free period k. For each 
p cz SF(n), let L&p) denote t%e (n, ik - 1 )-lens space corresponding to p. Then the 
set of homotopy equivalence s &Li(p), Li(q)) from L&p) + Li(q) is in one to one 
correspondence with (cu E Ir ut nlq = +-(a;( 1))’ l p). 
Proof. Apply 6.6 and then study Isoik_l((1~, Z, p), (n, Z, 9)). cl 
10. Finite periodic groups satisfying Eichler’s condition 
In this section we prove the theorem of the introduction. Let GQ(4n) be the group 
of order 4n (of minimal free period four) having presentation {a, b : art = b2, ba = 
Q-I b} (see [2, chapter XIII] and [ 181). If Iz is a power of two, then GQ(4n) is a 
generalized quaternion group. Let Dzrz be the dihedral group of order 2n having 
presentation {x, y : y2, yx =x”-ly}. It is well known that D212 is periodic iff n is odd. 
Let c = (GQ(4 l 2i)li = 1,2? . ..} U {P24, p48, P,20} where P2, is the binary 
tetrahedral group, P48 the binary octahedral group, Pl 2. the binary icosahedral 
group. According to [25, p. 1781, a finite group n satisfies the Eichler condition 
(section 5) if 71 does not admit any surjection onto any group in the class 9. For 
example, if 7r is finite abelian or 8 does not divide the order of 71, then 71 satisfies 
the Eichler condition. [26] contains a convenient listing of the finite periodic groups. 
If II satisfies the Eichler condition and is periodic of minimal free period k, then 
we can give very simple descriptions of the homotopy trees HT(n, m) for m = ik, 
ik --- I, ik - 2 (i > 0). iet Li denote any GLS which is a (n, ik 2 1 )-complex such 
that the (ik - 2)skeleton Ki Of Li has nik_2 (K ) i s Zn/(N). This is always possible 
(7.1) if n is abelian or, when 7~ is non-abelian, ik - 2 # 2. Let Mi = Li U peik, where 
9 : @--1 + Li has degree 1. 
10.1. Theorem. Let n have minimal free period k, order n, and suppose that n satisfies 
the Eichler condition. 
(a) The homotopy tree HT(:,, ik - I ) (i > 0) may) be described as follows: 
(i) If X is a (n, ik - 1 )complex such that the absolute Euler characteristic 
Ix(X)1 > 0, then X N LiV Ix(X)IS~~-~. 
(ii) The set of roots HT(n, ik - 1)o % F(n)/*(Aut@r)i. 
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(b) The homotopy tree HT(n, ik) (i > 0) is a single stalk CMi) generated by, the 
root Mi; i.e., if Y is any (II, ik)-complex, Y “:Mi V otSik for QC = x(Y) -- 1. 
(c) If n is abelian or, for TI non-abelian, ik - 2 # 2, HT(n, ik - 2) is a single stalk 
<Ki> generated by Ki. If n is non-abelian and ik - 2 = 2, the same is true, provided 
we assume ‘the existence of Kim 
Proof. If X is a (n, ik - I)-complex, then T(X) 2 (71, 2 @ (Zn)*, p) where JJ E SF(n) = 
F(n) and ar = 1x(X)1. If a 2 1, then 9.1 together with SF(n) = F(n) assures that 
T(X) 2 T(Li V tiik-l). If CY = 0, the 8.1 (a) yields HT(n, ik -. 1)o 2 (S)F(n)/+AUtikn, 
(b) and ( c ) f 11 o ow similarly from 8.4 and the fact that A(n) and &r/(N) have CP. q 
Theorem 10.1 generalizes the classical homotopy classification of the lens spaces 
[I21 9 Wlv P91. T o see this we will completely describe HT(Z,,, nz) (m 2 2). If 
n =Z,?j, then the boundary homomorphism 3 : 2,; -+ &$&Z,,) is zero [Z, 8 61. Let 
4 be an integer prime to rz and such that 0 < 4 < 12. Let x be a generator of Z,, . For 
m an odd integer greater than two, build the GLS P”(n; (I) so that the cellular chain 
complex of the universal cover pnz (12; q) is: 
p- 
@Y-l) c 0’0 c (xx- 1) 
m-1--- 
n,_2 __ ______---, a’* 
c (x--l), 
0 
where each Ci = Z(Z,). Each P”*(rr; q) has the homotopy type of a standard lens 
space. Form an even integer greater than or equal to two, let Pnz(n) be the m- 
skeleton of Pm*l (n; 1). 
10.2. Corollary. Let s 2 1 
(a) For m = 2s, HT(Z,,, m) = (Pm(n)). 
(b) Let m = 2s - 1 (s 2 2). 
(i) Any (&, nz)complex X with absolute Euler characteristic I x(X) > 0 has 
the homotopy type oj*Pm (n; 1) v Ix(X)IS1r. 
(ii) The set of roots HT(Z,, , r~z)~ “= Z~/k(‘Z~)“. 
See Fig. 1 (section 0) for a picture of the trees. 
For the next application, let 7r = IQ, the symmetric group on three letters. Z$ has 
minimal free period four, order 6, and satisfies the Eichler condition [23, appendix]. 
Furthermore, the realization Kl of the efficient presentation 3’: (x,y : _Y’,_v-T.~ = x2) 
of Z, has n2(K1 j 2 27~/(N) as a ~-module. Sim$e computations then yield the W 
lowing corollary. 
10.3. Corollary. Let i > 0. The homotopJ7 tree YT(C3, tR) is a single stalk (Ri) 
generated by the root Riy where 
( 
Ki if m = 4i - 2 
Ri = 
I 
Li if ??l = 4i - 1 
(Mi if m = 4i . Ll 
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Note. HT&, 2) = (K,) completes a partial result of [9, II]. 
The third application involves the quaternion group Q(8) of_order 8 and minimal 
free period 4. The computations of [ 14]_and [21] show that KoZQ(8) s 22, gene- 
rated by [(3, IV)] . Thus a : Zi/ {+1} + KoZQ(8) is an isomorphism. 
10.4. Corollary. The honzotopl? tree HT(Q(8), 4i - 1) is a single stalk (Li) generated 
b)T the GLS Lie Cl 
Note. Recall that d(n) = SF(nj’@). If &r) = 0, then Autp C SF(n) = F(n) 
= {p E ZIT Ip is free}. By 4.1, vv may possibly say something positive about units of 
certain augmentation in the rit pg Zn/(N) simply by computing Autkr. 
For the remainder of this :,ection we wi:l work out a fourth application. Let 
n= D,,, for 12 odd. An efficient presentation of D,, is given by 9: (x,Y :Y2, 
I’XYX ++l} (see [ 181). Dz12 has minimal free period four. Since this does not seem 
to be known, we will present a periodic free resolution of period four. Each element 
of Dzn can be written in the form xiyj, 0 < i < n, j = 0, 1. For i > 0, let (x, z? = 
I +x+ . . . + ,i-? E ZD zn. The Wlowing resolution generalizes the corresponding one 
for D6 = Z3 given in [ 23, appendix J . Let D = DzrI, 
o--&z a4 a3 a2 a1 , Z’--+ (zD)2---+ (ZD)2-+ ZD >-+ 2 --, 0 . 
ll II II II 
c3 c2 Cl CO 
Let {ei} be a basis for Ci (i = 0, 1,2,3). The boundary operators are given thusly : 
a,(e!) = (x - l)e” 
$(ei)=(y -- l)e” 
a,(ef)= --((x,n -- I)- y)e: +(I +y-x)ei 
d2(ei) = (1’ + y)ei 
a3(E3)= ((x.!'$ -- 1) fy+ 1)(x - l)eit(y-- lb; 
a4(e4) =Are3 . 
By using the spectral sequence of the exact sequence 
1 +Z,, -+D 2t1 -+ Z2 + 1 
one may easily see that Ali t4D2,? = (Z& J2. 1 f we specialize to the case II z ps (p odd 
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prime, s > 0), then it is a well known result from number theory that Z&/$C&)2 = 1. 
Hence in this case the boundary homomorphism a : Z& + &ZD2n is zero. As a 
corollary we have: if n is the power of an odd prime, then for each p E Z&. there is 
a unit of augmentation p in the ring ZD/(N), (see 1351). 
10.5. Corollary. If n is any odd integer, then HT(D2,, ,4s - 1 )0 2 Z;,, /a (ZsJ2’. hz 
particular, if n is the power of an odd prime, then HT(D2,, , 3) = (L, >. n 
Recent computations by Ullom [ 271 of im {a : 2,; +- &-,Zr} for many finite 
groups should make a large number of examples accessible. 
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